
Production Responsibilities 
TT  Intensive, Toronto MARCH 2020 

 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Tom: 310-430-6077 
Emily: 310-980-4504 
Carole: 514-914-542 
 
Venue - Palmerston Library Theatre, 560 Palmerston Ave.  

Toronto, Ontario M6G 2P7 
Venue -  support during the intensive (Ryan Singh and Bobby Del Rio?) 
 
Production Team: 
Alexa Higgins: (506) 471-080- 
Sophia Radisch: (819) 743-0960 - absent this weekend 
Christine Nguyen: (647) 781-2273 
Photography: take pictures/send to Emily: Christine and/or Alexa  
 
Voice Teacher Name & Contact:  
Debora Joy - (416) 699-9199 / joyworks@rogers.com 
 
Transportation: Uber 

PRODUCERS SCHEDULE    
SAT Team arrival time: 9:00am 
SUN Team arrival time: 9:00am 
Class is scheduled to end at 5pm both days - but we may hang out for about a half hour after 
that.  We have the space until 6pm both days and MUST be fully cleaned up and out by then. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DAY BEFORE 
All of the following items are printed by ready for the intensive:  
 
Christine is taking care of printing 
 
Registration Table Docs: 

- Sign in sheet (one master copy) 
- Guideposts Sheet (30 each) 

https://tomtodoroff.com/venue/palmerston-library-theatre-3/


- Overview Sheet (30 each) 
 
Tom’s Docs:  

- The Work List  (TWO copies) 
- The Headshot sheet  (TWO copies - in COLOR) 
- Sign regarding no filming  

 
Checklist: 

Printed Document 

 Sign in sheet (one master copy) 

 Guideposts Sheet (30 each) 

 Overview Sheet (30 each) 

 The Work List  (TWO copies) 

 The Headshot sheet  (TWO copies - in COLOR) 

 Sign regarding no filming 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DAY 1 
TEAM: KEEP YOUR PHONES ON VIBRATE IN YOUR POCKETS THROUGHOUT THE DAY 
JUST IN CASE YOU NEED TO BE REACHED BY TOM OR EMILY. 
 
Producers Arrival Time: 9:00am in the room! 
 
SET UP THEATER: Whole Team  

- Turn on stage lights 
- Audience should not be completely dark - at least dimly lit for note-taking  



- Turn on heat / a/c as necessary  
- Put “Reserved” on the seats for paid performers and repeat observers (printouts should 

be ready for you) 
- turn on phone to play music before Voice Class and during the break  

 
Christine  

- Greet Voice Coach and lead that person to the theater.  
- Guide students to the theater and show where to seat. “Reserved” is for Performers and 

Repeat Observers.  
 

Whole Team FURNITURE (should be done after voice class during the break) 
- Locate 3 TABLES: one small one (or a block) to the left of Tom’s chair, one large table 

for registration outside the entryway, one table to use for scene work on stage.  
 
Whole Team SET UP TOM’S AREA: *set up stage LEFT and make sure it’s well lit 

- Tom’s Director’s chair at stage left 
- Couple tables near Tom (one with worksheet, pictures, the other one with water/food) 
- Small table placed on the LEFT side of Tom’s chair...on table please put: 

- 2 small bottles of water  
- The chair (from Christine / Bobby del Rio) 
- The picture frame (from Christine / Bobby del Rio) 
- The Work List (from Christine) 
- The Headshot sheet (from Christine) 
- Music - Alexa bring speaker  
- Special Requests - for this Intensive Specifically: none  

 
Whole Team  SETUP REGISTRATION TABLE:  

- Sign in sheet (one copy)  
- TT Bio - enough copies for all attendees to grab one 
- Guideposts Sheet - enough copies for all attendees to grab one  
- Overview sheet - enough copies for all attendees to grab one  
- Bring an envelope or pouch for collecting money from walk-in attendees 

  
10:00am  - attendees arrive/registration begins: 
REGISTRATION:   1 Team member - stand at registration table to oversee this process 

- All attendees check sign in sheet to confirm we have full and correct contact info 
- All attendees MUST initial the column giving OK for photo / video!! 
- Make sure everyone grabs one of each of the handouts 
- If someone is NOT on the sign in sheet, but he/she says he/she did enroll online  -- just 

text Emily at 310-980-4504 to ask if we have a record of that student (sometimes 
students enroll last minute and do not make the sign in sheet) 

- If someone is NOT on the sign in sheet because he / she is a walk in -- please make 
sure they sign in (get all contact info) and check off the agreement for photos / video 
AND collect payment from them in cash - or - walk them through enrolling through 
the website.  As a reminder, cash payments need to match the USD amount listed on 
the website. 

 
 
10:00am - Voice Teacher arrives and Voice class begins  



 
10am-10:30am - VOICE & SPEECH WARM UP 
 
10:30am - Christine or Alexa get up and make the WELCOME ANNOUNCEMENT.  
Here’s what to cover! 

- Welcome everyone!  Introduce yourself and the rest of the team 
- There will be a 30 min break now and then short 5-10 min breaks between scenes SO 

use the time now to get changed (Performers) and to pick up any food / drink you will 
need for the rest of the day  

- BUT please note: there is NO FOOD OR DRINK IN THE THEATER - please have your 
snacks during the breaks in the lobby or outside. 

- TOM IS BACK IN SEPTEMBER! Upcoming intensive dates September 12-13, 2020 
- $100 deposit this weekend gets you early enrollment discount of $60 USD off the 

Performer tuition! 
- Join us on Facebook “Tom Todoroff Toronto Studio” and @TomTodoroff on insta & 

Twitter 
- AUDITIONS for the Tom Todoroff Conservatory are underway and coming to a close 

SOON - if you want to learn about the NYC Conservatory, make sure you chat with Tom 
on a break about it.  Also - make sure you grab a brochure from the registration table! 

- Finally - as a reminder: due to the COVID-19 situation, we are enacting a no touching 
policy this weekend.   Please wash your hands frequently throughout the day and avoid 
touching your face.  
 
 
Alexa or Christine - Notify Performer who will be going first and make sure he / 
she is on stage ready to go when Tom arrives  
 

 
11:30am :  TOM ARRIVES  

- One team member please be stationed at the door to greet Tom  
- Walk him in and hand him Work List and Headshot Sheet  
- ASK HIM TO GIVE YOU THE IPHONE FOR TAKING PHOTOS! 
- Tell him who is performing first  
- Tell him if we have anyone under 16 yrs old in the audience 
- Review the Work List with him and see if he has any questions  
- Then TRAINING BEGINS :) 

 
 
 
 
 
THROUGHOUT THE DAY 

- TEAM , One Team Member  is in charge of sitting near Tom’s chair and checking in with 
him throughout the day while Another Team Member is stationed towards the back of 
the room to ensure any latecomers sign in and receive handouts on their way into the 
theater. 

- Team Member Taking Photos & Filming with the iPhone: ALL PHOTOS FROM DAY 
ONE AND DAY TWO ARE TEXTED TO EMILY THROUGHOUT THE DAY BOTH 



DAYS: TEXT Emily at 310-980-4504 with the photos as the performance is happening. 
Instructions for how to take photos of an intensive are emailed to you separately! 

 
 
TEAM DURING BREAKS: 

- Team members help ensure every person in attendance is brought up to speak with 
Tom one on one during breaks.  

- Many people do this on their own accord but some people get shy  
- It’s important he has a one on one conversation with everyone who’s present in the 

room! 
- It helps to divide attendees among the team so you’re each responsible for a few 

making sure a few individuals get up on stage to talk to Tom before the end of the first 
day. 

TIME - END OF DAY (approx 5-530pm) Break Down, all out by 6:00pm! 
- Make sure Tom announces who will go first the following day 

 
TAKE A GROUP PHOTO AT THE END OF THE DAY BOTH DAYS!!!!!!! 
 
Also, take a photo of the completed sign in sheet and email it to Emily 
Moulton at emoulton@TomTodoroff.com at the END OF THE DAY BOTH 
DAYS!!!! 
 
DAY 2 
Same schedule and tasks as Day 1 
Registration table set up - Whole Team 

 
 
BREAKDOWN  

- Whole Team remain to ensure theater is completely cleaned up, all lights and a/c / heat 
are off and facility is LOCKED UP before leaving by 6:00pm BOTH DAYS 

 
 
 
 

FOLLOW UP AFTER DAY 1 and 2 
PHOTOS OF SIGN IN SHEET ARE EMAILED TO EMILY AFTER DAY ONE and DAY TWO 
(email intensive@tomtodoroff.com AND emoulton@tomtodoroff.com) - Smilena  please text / 
email me a photo of the sign in sheet once it’s complete at the end of each day. Let me know 
any contact info that was added or changed.  
 
 

DAY AFTER INTENSIVE WEEKEND 
All contact lists are updated in our email marketing account (Carole handles this) 
 
 

mailto:emoulton@TomTodoroff.com
mailto:intensive@tomtodoroff.com
mailto:emoulton@tomtodoroff.com


BY OR BEFORE NOON:  
-A DRAFT of the Bulletin is sent to the Team for review by or before (EMILY) 
-Follow up “Bulletin” reviewing the Intensive with pictures etc. is SENT (EMILY) 

 
 
WHOLE WEEKEND - HAVE FUN!!!!! 


